Family Based Immigration -LAW 858-Professor BANG
Title: Immigration Law and Procedure
Author: Weissbrodt and Danielson
Edition: 6th
Publisher: West Nutshell Series
Required: Recommendation
ISBN: 978-0314199447

International Business Transactions Law 818- Professor Merije
Title: International Business Problem
Author: Vagts
Edition: 4th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1-5-9941084

International Law & the Constitution 804-Professors C. Jackson
Title: Professor wills Provide Material

Immigration & Criminal Law 777-Professors Mirza
Title: Professor wills Provide Material
REGULAR SUMMER BOOKLIST
COURSES

SUMMER II
REGULAR SUMMER COURSE

Accounting for Lawyers LAW 952-TBA

Employment Discrimination 759–Professors Londa
Title: (Casebook Materials on Equality in the Workplace
Author: Avery
Edition: 8th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-1599410418

Employment Discrimination 759–Professors Londa
Title: Employment Discrimination Law Supplement-Statutory
Supplement-Softbound
Author: Avery
Edition: 8th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-3-141908

HEALTH -LAW 787 –Professors Vukadin
Title: Health Law, Case Materials and Problems Abridged
Author: Furrow, et.al
Edition: 8th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: yes
ISBN: 978-0-0314196026
Remedies-LAW 706 –Professors Leal
Title: Equitable Remedies, Restitution and Damages
Author: Kovacic-Fleischer & Love & Nelson
Edition: 8th
Publisher: West
Required: Required
ISBN: 978-0-0314194930

Bankruptcy-LAW 810 –Professors Peake
Title: Bankruptcy Code, Rules & Forms
Author: West
Publisher: West
Required: Recommended
ISBN: 978031490043

Death Penalty II-LAW 830 –Professors Otero
Title: Casebook & Materials
Author: RivKind
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 9780314799560

Motion Practice-Innocence Project LAW 929 –Professors Haughton
Title: Understand Criminal Procedure. Volume 2: Adjudication
Author: Joshua Dressler & Alan Michaels
Edition: 5th
Publisher: Lexis Nexis
Required: Yes
ISBN: 008032190126

Summer Legal Externship Law 821-Professors Ledesma
Title: Professor wills Provide Material